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ENHANCEMENT OF EXTRAMURAL EDUCATION

BY ELEMENTS OF DISTANCE LEARNING

A.G. Galstyan (Kharkiv)

 The article is dedicated to the paradox of increasing demand of extramural education in the 21st century and its
ÜÝÛêÝÙëáæß äÝîÝä çÞ ìêÙáæáæßª ÏçÜÙñ ìàÝ ìêÙÜáìáçæÙä ÝðìêÙåíêÙä ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ áë íæÙÚäÝ ìç ÝæëíêÝ àáßà ÝÞÞÝÛìáîÝæÝëë çÞ ëèÝÛáÙäáëìë’
training. The existing potential of e-learning in modern education and the poorly developed organizational and pedagogical
support of the process of preparing extramural students are flagrant.

ÀðìêÙåíêÙä  ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ  áë  ëìáää  ìàÝ  áæìÝßêÙä  èÙêì  çÞ  àáßàÝê  ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ  ÙæÜ åçëì  çÞ  áìë  ìáåÝ  áì  áë  ÜÝîçìÝÜ  ìç  ëìíÜÝæì’ë
independent work. The aim of this work is to reveal the perspectives of development of extramural learning of foreign
languages by implementing various elements of distance technologies.
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ìàÙì  ÛçåÚáæÝë  ëìíÜÝæì’ë  ëÝäÞ©äÝÙêæáæß  Ùì  àçåÝ ïáìà
sessions at the University. In intersessional period
students are supposed to study independently in the
ÛçíêëÝ çÞ °–± åçæìàëª ¿íêáæß ìàÝ ëÝëëáçæ èÝêáçÜ ¦íëíÙääñ
there are two sessions in the academic year and they
take place in winter and summer holidays) extramural
ëìíÜÝæìë ÙììÝæÜ ̄  ïÝÝãë’ äÝÛìíêÝë ÙæÜ ÛçæëíäìÙìáçæë ÙæÜ
at the end of the session they take exams.

The popularity of extramural education in Ukraine
is conditioned by the following features:

Nowadays, ‘äáÞÝäçæß äÝÙêæáæß’ áë ìàÝ ëäçßÙæ çÞ åÙæñ
higher educational institutions in the world. Lifelong
learning is interpreted as a continuous process of
education throughout life.

In most countries with the establishment of
extramural education, universities have offered lifelong
education, which has started actively developing since
the beginning of the 20th century [6]. Today extramural
education is the integral and important part of tertiary
education in training specialists. It is a form of education
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 it presents an opportunity to work and study, or to
obtain higher education in various tertiary education
institutions simultaneously: it helps to balance work,
home, and study;

 it pushes aside all geographical restrictions: remote
place of residence is not an obstacle in receiving
higher education;

 it gives vast possibility to people with medical
constraints to obtain higher education;

 it provides students with great autonomy: it is mostly
a self-paced learning process;

 it is cheaper than full time education;
 it affords an opportunity to relate theory to practice

while combining work with study: moving from
theory to practice and vice versa, a student
interpenetrates into cognitive and practical activities.
The topica l i ty of this paper is conditioned by the

fact that, despite the significance of extramural education
within the system of higher education, despite all its
advantages, year by year the level of extramural
education decreases: extramural education is considered
less qualified as opposed to full time education.

The aim of this paper is to reveal the disadvantages
of extramural education and to create conditions for
modernizing the existing system of extramural learning
of foreign languages. The changes and improvements
of extramural education require both the creation of
new teaching and assessment tools and the appropriate
preparation of instructors to use those tools effectively.

The object  of the paper is the process of studying
foreign languages by extramural students at tertiary
level.

The sub j ec t  of the paper is the conditions of
modernization of extramural education.

Requirements of having a perfect command of
foreign languages by graduates are constantly
increasing, but, meanwhile, the level of language
proficiency is reducing. This paradox is due to the fact
that extramural education, its methods and tools do
not fully meet modern demands in preparing specialists
of foreign languages. In the system of organization of
educational process the peculiarities of extramural
ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ¨  ëìíÜÝæìë’  áæÜáîáÜíÙä  éíÙäáìáÝë  ÙæÜ  ìàÝáê
working conditions are hardly taken into account.

Traditionally organized system of extramural
education has a number of restrictions. In intersessional
period

1. It requires great skills of self-learning: if self-learning
is an advantage for some extramural students, for
others, however, it may be a disadvantage, as it
requires self-motivation and self-discipline.

2. There is lack of motivation:
 no face-to-face interaction either with the

instructor or the peers;
 no immediate consultation;
 æç  Ûçæìêçä  çîÝê  ìàÝ  èêçÛÝëë  ÙæÜ  ‘êÝëíäì’  çÞ

training activities;
 no feedback.

3. It is impossible to organize teamwork, accordingly,
to develop communication skills, confidence, or to
create personal presentation techniques.

4. It provides passive involvement of students into the
learning process.

5. Students are not provided with a study guide and
they have no self-control device.

6. ÏàÝêÝ áë æç èçëëáÚáäáìñ ìç ‘ìáåÝäñ’ íèÜÙìÝ ÝÜíÛÙìáçæÙä
resources and to make them more accessible.

7. There are limited opportunities of organizing
education according to individual education plan,
ìÙãáæß áæìç ÙÛÛçíæì ëìíÜÝæìë’ áæìÝêÝëìë ïáìàáæ ìàÝ
frames of educational standards.
Accordingly, for achieving a new level in extramural

education of foreign languages today it is urgent to
update the existing methods of training foreign
languages, to apply new ones, to find new approaches
in solving the issues mentioned above and, if necessary,
to adopt the experience of foreign higher educational
institutions.

Taking into consideration all the difficulties and
obstacles facing the extramural system of education,
we underline the importance of technological
development of the learning process of foreign
languages within the frames of extramural education. It
is vital today to implement new elements and approaches
preserving, meanwhile, the old ones. We suggest
creating a system of blended education: extramural
education with elements of distance learning.

Today distance learning is the integral part of
development of modern education. New technologies
provide students with active involvement into the
learning process. This fact is especially valuable for
an extramural student, who is involved into the learning
process and sets regular contact with his instructor
çæäñ  Üíêáæß  ìàÝ  ëÝëëáçæë  ¦áì’ë  Ù  ëáßæ  çÞ  ÝðìêÙåíêÙä
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learning). At the end of the session extramural student
returns home and this student-instructor contact is
getting lost. In intersessional period this contact can
be reestablished and further developed thanks to
modern technologies, which provide a student-
instructor dialogue over a distance and stimulate a
ÞÝÝÜÚÙÛã ¦áì’ë Ù ëáßæ çÞ ÜáëìÙæÛÝ ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ§ª

V.I. Ovsyannikov [1] has realized the analysis of
similarities and differences between the distance and
extramural educations and revealed the following
common features:

 the prevalence of self-study;
 no age restrictions;
 social equality;
 wide grasp of a large number of trainees;
 no geographical limitation;
 possibility of on-job training;
 learning opportunities for the disabled.
According to a number of scholars (D. Keegan

[11], I. Tavgen [3]) distance and extramural educations
are not identical: extramural learning is based on regular
meetings with an instructor in lecture halls of higher
educational institutions and its aim is to combine work
ïáìà  ëìíÜñ  êÙìàÝê  ìàÙæ  ìç «çîÝêÛçåÝ  ìàÝ ÜáëìÙæÛÝ»ª
While, the aim of distance education is to provide
people in different countries with an opportunity to
receive higher education.

Further we shall highlight each problem of
traditional extramural education of foreign languages
mentioned above, and will suggest a solution within
the frames of blended, that is extramural-distance
education.

1. Development of self-learning skills
As it was already mentioned, the traditional system

çÞ ÝðìêÙåíêÙä ÝÜíÛÙìáçæ áë Ù ÛçåÚáæÙìáçæ çÞ ‘äÝÛìíêÝ
hall meetings with an instructor and, in intersessional
èÝêáçÜ¨ ìàÝ áæÜÝèÝæÜÝæì äÝÙêæáæß çÞ Ù ëìíÜÝæì’ª Äæ ÞÙÛì
self-tuition realized by a student occupies
approximately the 70% of the whole process of
äÝÙêæáæßª Áçê ëçåÝ ëìíÜÝæìë ‘ëÝäÞ©äÝÙêæáæß’ áë ìàÝ ÚáßßÝëì
disadvantage of extramural education, as they have
the feeling of isolation not having any interaction with
instructors and peers. Other issues with self-paced
learning are self-motivation and self-discipline. Students
who lack motivation may fall behind as can those with
bad study habits. Students who are used to traditional
lecture hall environments may have a hard time not

having an instructor controlling their work.
Accordingly, the main role of the instructor is to

ÛêÝÙìÝ ëìíÜÝæìë’ ëÝäÞ©äÝÙêæáæß ëãáääë¨ ìç ÜÝîÝäçè ìàÝáê
independent cognitive activity. Naturally, today self-
paced learning techniques are highly developed thanks
to modern information technologies. If in traditional
educational system self-learning was realized mainly
through reading books, in nowadays, new technologies
suggest a great variety of methods and learning
resources (audio and video materials, e-books and
journals, computer training programs, etc.) and the task
of an instructor is to teach dealing with various sources
of information and training materials. It means the
áæëìêíÛìçê’ë êçäÝ áë æçì äáåáìÝÜ åÝêÝäñ Úñ êÝîÝÙäáæß ìàÝ
techniques of studying foreign languages, discussing
the most difficult sections, highlighting typical mistakes
that can occur when doing the home tests, but the
instructor should also form a positive attitude towards
self-education through the development of skills and
abilities of doing independent work [2]. This can be
realized when learning environment is based on modern
information technologies, which give access to certain
educational resources, as well as provide students with
the opportunity of creating personalized learning paths,
different modes and forms of communication with
instructors and students.

2. Development of self-control skills
One of the most important components of self-

learning is self-control. As E.N. Khusainova mentions
[4]: self-control plays a special role in the process of
learning by an extramural student. Self-control is the
ability of a student to find and correct his mistakes
independently, as well as to prevent the emergence of
new ones. For this purpose she suggests to use not
çæäñ «Ûçæìêçä ãÝñë» ìç ÛêÝÙìÝ ÙæÜ ÜÝîÝäçè ÛÝêìÙáæ ëãáääë¨
Úíì Ùäëç «ìÝÙÛàáæß ãÝñë» ïàáÛà ïçíäÜ ÛçæìêáÚíìÝ ìç
creating correct standards in the system of self-
regulation of the speech act itself.

Indeed, while doing home tasks independently,
ëìíÜÝæìë  ÞêÝéíÝæìäñ  æÝÝÜ  áæëìêíÛìçê’ë  ÙÜîáÛÝ  ÙæÜ
control, which, in traditional system of extramural
education, is lacking. This gap can be filled by the
èêçîáëáçæ çÞ ‘ìÝÙÛàáæß ãÝñë’ ïàáÛà èÙêìáÙääñ åÙñ êÝèäÙÛÝ
the instructor. Teaching keys are indispensable in
grammar aspect. With the help of them while doing
grammar tasks a student can realize self-control any
time he needs.
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In modern life self-control can reach the top of
its development based on distance education
technologies, such as electronic textbooks, automated
training software, educational and informative audio
and video materials, automated library and information
systems etc.

3. Display of control by an instructor
Still, the development of self-control is not enough

for a student to raise self-confidence and competence
in language learning. Very often a student, used to strict
Ûçæìêçä  Úñ  Ùæ  ÝÜíÛÙìçê¨  ßÝìë  ÜáëÙèèçáæìÝÜ  áæ  ‘ìàÝ
ÞêÝÝÜçå çÞ ÙÛìáçæ’ ßêÙæìÝÜ ìç àáå Úñ ìàÝ ëñëìÝå çÞ
extramural education. The awareness of making
progress (which can be confirmed by an instructor)
brings satisfaction and serves internal motivation for a
student. Hence, in intersessional period systematic,
çæßçáæß Ûçæìêçä çÞ ìàÝ èêçÛÝëë ÙæÜ êÝëíäìë çÞ ëìíÜÝæì’ë
work should be displayed by an instructor, which can
ÚÝ êÝÙäáòÝÜ îáÙ åçÜÝêæ ìÝÛàæçäçßáÝëª ½ñ ìàáë ïÝ Üçæ’ì
agitate by any way an instructor-centered teaching.
On the contrary, through controlling the work of
a student, the role of an instructor is to transform a
student from passive into active participator of learning
process, who is able to manage independently and with
responsibility his own training activities.

4. The importance of feedback
The role of an instructor in this case is reduced to

provision of feedback. In order to inspire students to
be self-motivated independent learners, instructors
need to give frequent, positive feedback.

Feedback is any response from an instructor in
êÝßÙêÜ  ìç  Ù  ëìíÜÝæì’ë èÝêÞçêåÙæÛÝª ÏàÝ èíêèçëÝ  çÞ
feedback in the learning process is to improve a
ëìíÜÝæì’ë èÝêÞçêåÙæÛÝ Ö¯×ª

Extramural students need support and direction in
the process of adaptation to self-directed learning.
They need help in evaluating their knowledge, in
revealing what they already know and what they still
need to know. Accordingly, timely feedback and
evaluation are important in study process and in
intersessional period they must be provided by an
instructor through internet. The main task of the latter
is to give a student an explanation what he is doing
correctly or incorrectly.

One of the tips mentioned by Laura Reynolds is
ìàÝ  çêßÙæáòÙìáçæ  çÞ  ‘çæÝ©çæ©çæÝ’ åÝÝìáæßë ïáìà  Ù
ëìíÜÝæìª  «Providing a one-on-one meeting with a

student is one of the most effective means of providing
feedback. The students look forward to having the
attention and never miss the opportunity to ask
necessary questions. A one-on-one conference should
be generally optimistic, as this will encourage the
ëìíÜÝæìë  ìç äççã ÞçêïÙêÜ ìç ìàÝ æÝðì åÝÝìáæß» Ö¯×ª
Such meetings can be organized by such video chat
apps like Skype, Face Time, Duo or such social
networks like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and so on.

Today modern technologies provide a range of
tools to enhance ongoing feedback. F.e computers
can keep track of early efforts, so instructors and
students can see the extent to which later efforts
demonstrate gains in knowledge, competence, or
other valued outcomes [8].

5. Development of Virtual Teamwork Skills
Though, in modern life, students aspire to

independence and autonomy in learning process, and
distance education is considered a popular form of
nontraditional education, nevertheless, modern students
like the interaction with an instructor and peers.
Accordingly, self-learning cannot be a passive activity,
on the contrary it is an active cognitive one and it is
important for students to learn through social
interaction. For this purpose, teamwork, joint projects
are particularly effective in English language courses,
as students learn in groups and with each other more
ÝÞÞÝÛìáîÝäñ ìàÙæ ÙäçæÝª «ÏÝÙå çê ßêçíè ïçêã ìÝÙÛàÝë
students the fundamental skills associated with working
as a collective unit toward a common goal. This type
of teamwork introduces a variety of skills that will be
valuable for students later in the workforce, such as
communication, compromise and collective effort. In
any type of group work, students must agree about
who will handle various components of a project and
ïçêã  áæ  ìÙæÜÝå  íëáæß  çæÝ  ÙæçìàÝê’ë  ëìêÝæßìàë  ìç
accomplish assigned tasks. This teaches time
management, resource allocation and communication
ëãáääë» Ö®×ª ÍÝÙäáòáæß ìàÝ áåèçêìÙæÛÝ çÞ ÛçæÜíÛìáæß
teamwork for motivating students, one of the main tasks
of an instructor is to create necessary conditions for
developing virtual teamwork among extramural
students. For developing virtual teamwork skills
instructor should organize an interactive communication
among group mates. He can use synchronous and
asynchronous methods of communication with
extramural students, organize group projects, monitor
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ëìíÜÝæìë’  ÙÛìáîáìáÝë¨  ÙÜâíëì  ìàÝ  èÝêÞçêåÙæÛÝ  çÞ
assignments, provide them with educational and
methodological recommendations of self-study, etc. All
these can be realized via chat, forum and e-mail.

6. Implementation of the project method
The idea of teaching in collaboration still arose

at the beginning of the century in the works of
¼åÝêáÛÙæ ÝÜíÛÙìçêë – êÝëÝÙêÛàÝêë¶ Ãª ËÙêãàíêëì ¦ìàÝ
¿Ùäìçæ ËäÙæ§¨ ÙæÜ ÒªÃª ÆáäèÙìêáÛã áæ àáë ÝëëÙñ¨ «ÏàÝ
ËêçâÝÛì ÈÝìàçÜ»¨ ïàáÛà ÚÝÛÙåÝ ãæçïæ ïçêäÜïáÜÝ
(Kilpatrick, 1918).

Today one of the best manifestations of
collaboration in teamwork is the method of projects.

The main purpose of teaching / learning a foreign
language based on project method is the possibility of
obtaining the communicative competence by students,
which is the practical mastery of a foreign language.
The main idea of this approach in teaching a foreign
language is to move the accent from different exercises
to real active process of thinking, which will allow
students to acquire some linguistic skills. The method
of projects motivates extramural students to work in
ßêçíèë¨ ìç ìíêæ ìàÝáê ÞçêÝáßæ äÙæßíÙßÝ ëÝäÞ–ëìíÜñ áæìç
learning through interaction and discussions with mates,
when students think over real, interesting, practically
valuable and accessible problems, taking into
consideration the cultural peculiarities of the country
and, if possible, working on the basis of interaction
between cultures.

Thus, the method of project is described as: student-
centered; learning by doing; cooperative learning;
problem-based learning; means of developing skills of
self-expression, self-manifestation, self-presentation;
educating purposefulness, tolerance, individualism and
collectivism, responsibility, as well as initiative and
creative approach to the work.

In extramural education the project method can be
used according to the curriculum and it can be devoted
to various topics. With the help of this method it is
possible to introduce a new material, revise the old
one or deepen the existing skills.

The project work includes three stages:
1. The initial stage¶ Ùì ìàÝ ‘ãáÛã çÞÞ ëÝëëáçæ’ ìçßÝìàÝê

with students the instructor defines the general topic,
identifies sub topics, analyzes the importance of that
material and the ability of students to learn the given
thematic material and, finally, Úêáæßë áì íè ìç “èêçâÝÛìáçæ»ª

2. The main stage: the project work is realized by
teammates during the intersessional period. They
search the information and collect the necessary
materials, analyze the methods and purposes of the
work. In the course of project work an instructor:

 ÙêçíëÝë  ëìíÜÝæìë’  áæìÝêÝëì  ÙæÜ  ÝæÛçíêÙßÝë
them;

 helps students in their search of necessary
sources of information and becomes a source
of information himself/herself;

 coordinates the entire process and provides
feedback for a success and fruitful work of
students in the realization of the project.

Most of the communication is held via email, video
conferencing with periodic discussions via Skype,
Viber etc.

3. The final stage of the project work is the
presentation and discussion of results, which take place
at the coming session. Presentation is an obligatory
stage. It is necessary to complete the work, to analyze
the work done and to demonstrate the results. All
prepared by students in the course of the preparation
is called a project activity product. It can be in a form
of pictures, posters, slideshows, videos, web-sites and
so on. All these are visual presentations of the problem
solution.

In fact presentation implies a very important
educational, pedagogic effect conditioned by the
method itself: students learn to convincingly express
their thoughts, ideas, to analyze their activities, to
present the results of individual and cooperative work.
They demonstrate a visual material and display the
result of the practical realization of the acquired
knowledge and skills. In the course of the presentation
the self-esteem of a student increases and he obtains
self-evaluation skills.

Consequently, the project work is a cooperative
activity between an instructor and a student, as well
as a student and his group mates which develops
special skills: the ability to communicate openly with
people, to express opinion and be able to reason it, to
ÙÛÛÝèì ÛçæëìêíÛìáîÝ ÛêáìáÛáëå¨ ìç êÝëèÝÛì çìàÝêë’ çèáæáçæ
and views, and resolve conflicts. Popular social
networking sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn
provide opportunities for language learners to work
collaboratively, and enhance their linguistic and
pragmatic proficiency.
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7. Lack of technological literacy
In fact a parallel can be drawn between extramural

education and flipped learning.
Flipped learning is a pedagogical approach in which

the classroom-based learning is inverted: students are
áæìêçÜíÛÝÜ ìç ìàÝ æÝï åÙìÝêáÙä ÚÝÞçêÝ ÛäÙëë¨ ïàáäÝ ‘áæ©
ÛäÙëë  ìáåÝ’  áë  ÜÝîçìÝÜ  ìç  ÝðÝêÛáëÝë¨  èêçâÝÛìë¨  çê
discussions through interaction with peers and
instructors to deepen the knowledge in the given
material. There is a variety of tools to present the new
material outside of class: textbooks, lecture videos,
Powerpoint presentations, printable slides etc.

Like flipped learning, extramural education is also
considered a self-learning at home with further
revisions, control, discussions and problem-solving
ÙÛìáîáìáÝë Üíêáæß  ìàÝ  ëÝëëáçæª ¼ë  áì  ïÙë  ÙäêÝÙÜñ
mentioned above, in high technological era the
implementation of distance technologies is crucial. But
lots of instructors report that they do not feel confident
in utilizing the advanced technologies [10].

They also feel wary about changing a well-
tested paradigm of teaching [9]. Adoption of new
technologies is perceived by many instructors as a
risky, if not an intimidating change, and therefore quite
often faculty members in many higher education
institutions are not keen on participating in online
initiatives [5; 7; 8].

Trucano [14] concluded that the limited confidence
of many teachers using the new technologies affects
the way in which the learning / teaching processes are
conducted. He stressed the need of developing
incentives in order to promote effective teacher
participation in continuing professional development.

Accordingly, it is evident, that in modern life
instructors need to go training and upgrade their
qualification in the sphere of innovative technologies.
Indeed, the success of implementing modern
technologies into the learning process of extramural
students depends largely on the ability of instructors to
execute those changes. Higher educational institutions
should provide incentives and encourage instructors to
learn about technology. They should require courses or
make other provisions to ensure that instructors are, at
the very least, scientifically and technologically literate.
Various forms and means of computer communication
are important for instructors to realize precise
ÙÜåáæáëìêÙìáçæ çÞ ìàÝ ëìíÜÝæìë’ ÝÜíÛÙìáçæÙä ÙÛìáîáìáÝëª

Conclusion . In conclusion it must be mentioned
that it is high time to make radical changes in the entire
educational system, particularly in extramural learning
of foreign languages. New models and methods with
elements of modern technologies should be created.
Thanks to the establishment of information technologies
we will obtain great opportunity not only to modernize
the traditional educational process but also to provide
lifelong learning by overcoming age, time and spatial
barriers. The implementation of technologies in
extramural system will make the learning process more
attractive and will undoubtedly motivate our students.

Naturally, much time and great efforts are
demanded for improving the extramural educational
system but, unquestionably, it is worth directing all our
efforts in achieving this goal.
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